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Yamaha XS You can also compare bikes. The standard model was introduced in October ,and
produced through The "Special" cruiser model was introduced in and produced through Later
the Hosk company was acquired by Showa Corporation , and in Yamaha had bought Showa
with Hosk's early design of cc twin. When the Yamaha XS was launched in October it had one of
the most advanced engines in its class of large parallel twin motorcycles. The engine and
gearbox are unit construction with the crankcase split horizontally for ease of assembly
whereas almost all contemporaries in its class in are either unit construction with a vertically
split crankcase or pre-unit construction with separate engine and gearbox. The model was
designated the XS The first two model years XS-1 and XS-1B were kick start only, with an
electric starter added from the model year on. This had a compression release added to the
front left exhaust tappet cover resulting in a square versus triangular cover found on the other
exhaust and intake covers. Upon removal of the compression release mechanism in due to
updated starter, the square cover at the left exhaust valve was continued. Prior to the XS-B
model, the bike had a reputation for speed wobbles but adjustments to the setup overcame
these. This placed the brake caliper nearer the steering pivot center-line, requiring slightly less
effort to steer. The entire fork assembly with triple tree will swap either way but fork parts are
not equivalent. The XS was produced until The last model year was in the United States, with
Canada, Europe and other markets continuing into and However, many US models remained
unsold for some years due to overproduction and an economic recession and brand new and
models could still be purchased in at some dealerships. This provides an even firing interval
between the two cylinders , but also generates some vibration caused by the two pistons rising
and falling together. This vibration is particularly noticeable at idle. Because of a
long-acknowledged vibration issue, starting with the models, vibration damping modifications
were made to the engine and handlebar mountings. The XS s valves are operated by a single
overhead camshaft SOHC whereas almost all contemporaries in its class have pushrod
valvegear [ citation needed ]. The degrees crankshaft uses three roller bearings and a ball
bearing. The camshaft uses four ball bearings, and rolling bearings are used throughout the
rest of the engine. Connecting rods turn on needle bearings. Since the engine is SOHC, there
are no pushrods to operate the valves. The camshaft gets its drive from a single-row chain

running from the center of the crankshaft. Chain tension is maintained by a spring-loaded
guide, which also takes up unnecessary slack. The initial intake valve timing was changed in
EPA mandated from a longer duration to a milder duration, this and other changes stifled the
later models somewhat, the compression ratio also became lower over the years to match the
milder cam timing, the flywheel is lighter than British contemporaries, this has the effect that
the engine tends to pick up revs more rapidly when the throttle is opened quickly. During the
later developments of the engine compression ratios were lowered, then raised. Pistons were
lightened 20 percent along with connecting rods to reduce the reciprocating mass inside the
engine. Aluminum pistons are slightly domed with valve pockets. Pistons have three rings
installed, two compression and one oil control ring. Horizontal split of the crankcases offers the
advantages of oil tightness through the elimination of vertical joints and one-step access to
both the lower end and the gearbox. Oil pressure is provided by the trochoidal pump , driven by
a steel spur gear off the crankshaft. In the carburetors the velocity of the fuel mixture through
the venturi, regulated by the opening of the butterfly valves and engine speed, causes a
pressure difference between the top and the bottom of the carburetor pistons. This pressure
difference raises and lowers the carburetor slides, increasing or decreasing engine output
accordingly. The pilot and main jets can be changed for different sizes. The models up to use
points ignition. Two sets of points are located on the upper left of the cylinder head. On the
right side cylinder head, an advance mechanism is located. An advance mechanism is used to
retard the timing for easy starting and smooth idle. Post models use electronic ignition
systems. Cycle World tested the XS in March The motorcycle's average fuel economy was From
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Wikimedia Commons. Yamaha XS Yamaha Motor Company. S [1]. Front: telescopic Rear:
swinging fork. Front: Single disc earlier models ; twin disc later models Rear: drum. XS Special
Make Yamaha. Model XS. This was a daily rider and always well maintained. Has newer Pirelli
tires. Starts on the button with no starter kick back. All electrical works. Needs fork boots that
will be supplied with the bike. Also comes with factory luggage rack not Pictured. Very nice
Survivor. A clear KS title in my name. Ask any Questions. Local pick up preferred and any other
shipping arrangements will be up to you. Bike is for sale locally and if sold I will end this
auction. Thanks for looking. This bike is an absolute blast to ride thanks to it's great power to
weight ratio, easy handling and sporty style. Most importantly, it is reliable. This is a turn-key,
ready to ride custom bike that won't cost you an arm and a leg. We have built several of these
Hornets and each customer has been extremely happy with their purchase. This particular
motorcycle is a model with only 8, original miles. Find out more and watch a video of this bike at
Kerstingmotorcycles. Feel free to ask any questions or make an offer on the bike! The bike
starts right up and runs perfect. It is a fresh build so everything is still very clean. The gas tank
has a few minor imperfections in the paint. Not very noticeable at all, but worth mentioning.
Please check out all of the photos and ask any questions you may have. You can also view a
video of this bike on our website Kerstingmotorcycles. All of the other photos are of the exact
bike being advertised. The balance is due within 7 days in the form of cash or certified check
only. The balance can NOT be paid via Paypal. At this time we do not offer financing. If
purchased for a lesser amount, the buyer is responsible for picking up the bike or making
shipping arrangements. Listed below are just a few motorcycle shipping options. We are
located in Collins, New York which is south of Buffalo. COM ; ph. Phone: leave a message if no
answer, we will definitely return your call! Email: info kerstingmotorcycles. I want cash in
person. Model XS Up for sale is my completed XS cafe racer build. I know what she is worth so
please do not waste your time shooting me low ball offers. If you are serious about making an
offer or have any questions regarding the bike feel free to call or text me at I would also be
happy to send additional photos. Model Xs This bike have both kick and eletric start. Primed
mat black ready for paint. Classic xs with custom cage look. This is a Yamaha xs Special with
plans of building a Chopper or Cafe Racer out of it, but I realized I just got too many irons in the
fire already. I bought it off of a guy I have purchoused several bikes from in the past, he
purchoused it out of an estate. The bike is pretty complete except for missing throttle cables,
and plastic tube grip slips on which you can see in pics. This bike left as it would make a great
rider, 60s 70s style chopper Bobber, or Cafe Racer. As I said bike came out of an estate so there

is no title the bike is sold with notorized bill of sale wich is all needed in many states for a bike
of this age, or can be used to obtain a title. Thank YouTom Weatherby Model Roadliner. New
mirrors, battery, plugs, headlight, air filters and both carbs and brakes have been rebuilt. Bike is
VERY clean save for a small dent in the tank from tie down straps breaking in the bed of a truck.
Runs great and is a LOT of fun! Will make someone a great collectors bike, cafe' racer, or
bobber if that's you're ambition. I am the bikes third owner as it's been in the family, and she's
been garaged her entire life. Turns heads and will not disappoint. Clean Oklahoma title. Model
Road Star. The big-bore air-cooled V-twin cruiser that has what it takes to be the bike you want
it to be. Wild-hearted radical custom, lovingly polished stocker, or the look you know is just
right for you. Model TT-R 50E. Model Xs Motor has been rebuilt. Just don't have time to finish
her. All it needs is clutch cable, pma, speedo and brakes. Moved to small apartment and can't
finish her here. Will consider certain trades or negotiate on price. Already taking a loss. I've
built this bike with some really special parts and pieces and as a labor of love. But I've had
enough. There are too many variables in my life all of a sudden and I want some stability. This
bike has been tons of work to get it to the great point it's now at. But there is more work to do.
The only thing left mechanicaly is to wring out the elecrtical system. It's running a PMA but
there is a high draw somehere in the system. This means no long trips until you can find it. It
shouldn't be hard to find, but that's not my job anymore. I'm ready to move on. It needs paint
otherwise. Everything else is running really strong. All paper work is current and clean. Come
pick it up. No negotiating! Way too many new parts to list. Everything is custom fabricated and
brand new. Not a single piece of plastic on the whole bike. It was running, then started missing
on the right cylinder. Now I've taken the carbs off. If I get time, I might put them back on and try
to get this sweet little darling started up again. Let's be honest, this little bike came to me as a
project. I got her running and had some glorious weekends. Earlier this year the engine started
fouling the right cylinder and I just didn't have the time to run down the culprit. A new bike was
purchased and this one was pushed to the corner of the garage. She still needs: Someone to
figure out why there is oil fouling the right cylinder. Also needs a good dose of Gas Tank Sealer.
Has surface rust in the tank. Probably going to need a new battery. This model won't run
without a battery or a capacitor. I really like the vintage UJM style of the xs It is one of the most
customized bikes of all time and is a blank canvas when it comes to making it your own. There
are loads of aftermarket and replacement parts available. I don't want to sell it. I don't need the
money, but did buy a new bike and I am getting married so a little extra cash would be welcome.
Besides, a m
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otorcycle is meant to be ridden, not stored. No Title. Bill of Sale Only. Almost everything on this
bike has been rebuilt or is new. It needs a change of the cam chain which I have and an
adjustment of the points. Other than that it runs great!! There is very little negotiation on this
bike since I have so much invested into it. The paint work was done by myself and pictures
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